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LCD Cable Testers

308 Wire Fault Locator Wire Tracker Network /Telephone 

wire/Coaxial Cable Tester. Cable Length Measurement

•【Test cable type】Directly hunt 5E/6E/telephone wire/coaxial 

cable/USB cable and other cables. Verify RJ45 and BNC conductors.

•【Fault checking】Check wiring error in 5E, 6E, coaxial cable, such as 

open circuit,short circuit, jumper wire, reverse connection. Locate the 

wiring or connection error.

•【Length measurement】Measure cable length up to 1000m and 

determine the distance of open circuit and short circuit.

•【Convenient design】Automatically time-delay shut off and backlight 

display function. Single board computer software watchdog design and 

reliable operation.

•【Hub blink】Hub blink for locating network port by the flashing port 

light on Hub / Switch.

•【Polarity test】polarity test function measure DC voltage (0.5-60 V)

•【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and 

Noyafa is certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

•【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than 

competitor products with similar quality.



LCD Cable Testers

388 Wire Fault Locator Network Cable Tester with 8 Far-end 

Jacks. For Ethernet/LAN/Phone/USB/Coaxial Cable

•【Test cable type】Directly hunt 5E, 6E, telephone wire, up twin twisted 

cable, coaxial cable, usb cable and other cables. Verify RJ45 and BNC 

conductors. 

•【Fault checking】Tracking & checking 5E, 6E, sub cable, coaxial cable 

and telephone line, open circuit, short circuit, jumper wire, reverse 

connection or cross-talk interference.

•【Length measurement】Dynamically calibrating cable length and 

making length measurement, determine the distance of broken point.

•【Upgrade】8 far-end test jacks(remote identifiers) help to test 8 cables 

at one time, , more easy to work.

•【Hub blink】Hub blink for locating network port by the flashing port 

light on hub/ switch.

•【Convenient design】Automatically time-delay shut off and backlight 

display function. Memory for calibration data storage. Single board 

computer software watchdog design and reliable operation.

•【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and 

Noyafa is certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

•【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than 

competitor products with similar quality.





Multifunctional Cable Detectors

8209 Advanced Network Cable Tracker, Toner & Probe with PoE

•【Digital cable scanning】Three scan modes for options to track cable: AC filter mode/ Analog mode/ 

PoE mode.

•【Multi Function】Cable length measurement , cable faults testing, PoE testing, hub blink and NCV 

function, detect PSE standards Power supply modes.

•【Cable continuity testing & NCV】Test physical status for STP, UTP lan cable. Detect AC voltage 

presence (50V-1000V).

•【PoE testing】 Identify which pins are providing power and detect how much voltage, identify which 

the type of PSE (at/af standard).

•【Cable testing】UTP telephone and coaxial network cable tester that also detects the pin-out of the 

cables.

•【Fault distance location】Measure cable length and locate fault distance accurately for lan cable, the 

range is 200m.

•【 Hub blink】 Locate network port by the flashing port light on Hub / Switch. Available to 

10M/100M/1000M Hub/ switch.

•【LCD】The display results is more direct, more visual and clearer.

•【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the ISO 

9001 standard.

•【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with similar 



Multifunctional Cable Detectors

806B / 806R Wire Tracker for RJ45 RJ11 Cables and Electrical 

Wires Tracing and Locating

•Check and find the needed cables among so many cables in 

one time.

•Continuity test — wiremap for Lan cables.

•Diagnose the breakage, open, short, cross.

•Visible indication: pin-to-pin cable map for individual cable 

(not by pairs).

•Transmitter with RJ11 connector and pair of alligator clips.

•Low Voltage alarm function.

•Earphone for using in noisy environments.

•LED light assists to use in dark corners.

•Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance 

testing, and Noyafa is certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

•100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper 

than competitor products with similar quality.



Multifunctional Cable Detectors

Wire Tracker 811

• Complete with Amplifier probe and Tone generator.

• Wire trace (RJ45 & RJ11) and continuity test (RJ45).

• Identify telephone line condition & plority.

• Built-in speaker with sensitivity control.

• A LED light assists use in dark environment.

• Power requirements: DC 9-volt battery.

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and 

Noyafa is certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than 

competitor products with similar quality.





5.4 inch ALL IN ONE CCTV Tester 715

• 5.4-inch IPS touch screen, 1920x1080 resolutions.

• 8MP CVI/ TVI/ AHD camera test.

• H.265/H.264, 4K video display via mainstream.

• VGA input, support 1920 x 1200P 60FPS.

• HDMI Input, support 4K 30FPS.

• DC12V 3A, 48V PoE power output.

• Rapid ONVIF, Create the test report and modify IP address, etc.

• Auto HD, auto recognize HD coax camera type and resolution.

• RJ45 TDR cable test, cable quality test.

• UTP cable test, detect the near-end, mid-end and far-end fault point of the network cable 

crystal head.

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

CCTV Monitor Testers



All-in-one CCTV tester 716

• 7 inch Retina touch screen, 1920*1200 resolution.                    

• 8MP CVI/ TVI/ AHD, 8MP EX-SDI, HD-SDI, 3G-SDI*.

• H.265/H.264, 4K video display via mainstream.                      

• Dahua, Hikvision, Axis etc ONVIF camera test.

• Built in WIFI, create WIFI hotspot                                  

• HDMI input & output, support 1080p.                      

• DC12V 3A, DC48V PoE power output, max power 25.5W.

• Rapid ONVIF, auto view video and create testing report.

• UTP cable tester/RJ45 cable TDR test, cable quality test.

• Tester Play: Tester, mobile phone, PC display at the same time.

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

CCTV Monitor Testers





521 Contactless Thermal Imaging Device Industry 

& Science Infrared Thermometer

•【Temperature testing】The measuring range is -10°C ~ 400°C.Capturing an 

astonishing level of detail through high thermal sensitivity,isolating the smallest 

temperature anomalies.

•【Resolution】32×32 pixel resolution, 33° Field of View.Capture a clear, accurate 

image focused throughout the field of view.

•【IR thermal imaging camera technics】Use 2 megapixel white lens and 2.4 TFT 

LCD screen to visualize targets more flexibly.

•【Integrated visual display】Combine infrared and visible images for simpler 

analysis and edit and optimize images.

•【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is 

certified to the ISO 9001 standard. 

•【100% Affordable】A lot cheaper than Fluke, Milwaukee, Snap-on, and Klein 

thermal imagers.

Thermal Imagers



Thermal Imaging Device Infrared Thermometer 522

• The investigation of automobile maintenance.

• The investigation of fire-fighting and rescue work.

• Ancient building's repair and maintenance.

• Air and water leakage and other property maintenance.

• The maintenance of living quarters, office building and production power.

• Installation and maintenance of floor heating, radiator and water heater. 

• Search for small animals in  buildings (including termite control).

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is 

certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor 

products with similar quality.

Thermal Imagers



Thermal Imaging Device 523

• The investigation of automobile maintenance.

• The investigation of fire-fighting and rescue work.

• Ancient building's repair and maintenance.

• Air and water leakage and other property maintenance.

• The maintenance of living quarters, office building and production power.

• Installation and maintenance of floor heating, radiator and water heater. 

• Search for small animals in  buildings (including termite control).

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is 

certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor 

products with similar quality.

Thermal Imagers





Multi-function Multimeter 5330A

• Display, liquid crystal display (LCD).

• Maximum display: 5999 (3 5/6) bits automatic polarity display.

• Measurement method: double integral A / D conversion.

• Sampling rate: about 3 times per second.

• Overrange and Low voltage display.

• Working environment：(0～40)℃，relative humidity＜80%.

• Weight：about205g（including 1.5V battery).

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is 

certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor 

products with similar quality.

Multimeters



Pocket Digital Multimeter 5310B

• Display, liquid crystal display (LCD).

• Maximum display: 5999 (3 5/6) bits automatic polarity display.

• Measurement: double integral A / D conversion.

• Sampling rate: about 3 times per second.

• Overrange and Low voltage display.

• Working environment：(0～40)℃，relative humidity＜80%.

• Weight：about205g（including 1.5V battery).

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is 

certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor 

products with similar quality.

Multimeters



Multi-function Multimeter 5330C

• Display, liquid crystal display LCD; main display, sub display, analog bar.

• Maximum display: 5999 (3 5/6) bits automatic polarity display.

• Measurement: double integral A / D conversion.

• Sampling rate: about 3 times per second.

• Overrange and Low voltage display.

• Working environment：(0～40)℃，relative humidity＜80%.

• Weight：about175g（including 1.5V battery).

• Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is 

certified to the ISO 9001 standard.

• 100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor 

products with similar quality.

Multimeters





8601S TDR Cable Tester For Network / BNC Coaxial / Telephone 

Cables with Troubleshooting Features of Length, Distance to 

Fault, Graphic Wire Mapping, Opens, Shorts, PoE, PING, etc.

【Cable Length & Distance To Fault】Measures cable lengths and displays the distance to fault accurately 

using TDR technology.

【Cable Supports】Supports cat5e, cat6, cat6a, cat7, power cable( 4+2 lan cable, 8+2 lan cable), Tel 

cable, Coax cable tracking and testing.

【PoE Presence】Identify which pins are providing power and detect how much voltage.

【PING Function】Test network performance, data packet, min & max time.

【Cable Tracing】Tone trace cable with complete AC interference rejection, three modes: high frequency / 

PoE switch / low frequency.

【Hub Blink】Hub blink for locating network ports by the flashing port light on a server/switch/hub/router 

port.

【Core Troubleshooting】Tests cable Lengths, distance to fault (DTF), graphical wire mapping, opens, 

shorts, etc.

【TF Card】TF card included to export data to the computer.

【Voltage Detection】A voltage detector is included in the receiver (90 - 1,000V).

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the ISO 9001 

standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with similar 

quality.

Cable Length Testers



8108-M Network Cable Tester Cable Wire Fault Finder 

with 8 remote. Measure Length for RJ45/Cat5/Cat6/5E/ 6E 

cable

【Fault Testing】Measure network cable length and determine the distance of open and short circuit.

【For multi cables】Check wiring error in 5E/6E twisted cord network, coaxial cable and telephone line, 

such as open circuit/short circuit/jumper wire/reverse connection.

【Powerful】Comes with 8 far-end passive test jack enable users to test 8 cables at one time. Portable 

unit with long battery life (wait-case 50 hours).

【Convenient】Memory function for calibration data. Automatic time-delay shut off time: 30 minutes(tester 

standby).

【Self-checking】Self-checking and automatically compensate any change in battery capacity or ambient 

temperature.

【Easy to use】Efficient, effective, reliable. A person is enough to complete network cable continuity check 

and cable sequence.

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the ISO 9001 

standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with similar 

quality.

Cable Length Testers



Network Cable Tester 8108-A

Measure network cable length and determine the distance of open and short circuit.

Check wiring error in 5E, 6E, coaxial cable, such as open circuit,short circuit, jumper wire, 

reverse connection.

Portable unit with long battery life (wait-case 50 hours).

Automatically time-delay shut off.

Self-checking and automatically compensate any change in battery capacity or ambient 

temperature.

With backlight function.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Cable Length Testers





816L Underground Wire Locator with 3.7V Rechargeable 

Lithium battery. Locate Pet Fence Wires, Metal Wires, Metal 

Pipes, Electrical Wires

【Pinpoint wires】Helpful-Locating & tracking buried and hidden wires, Easily locate pet 

fence/electrical/telephone wires, metal pipes and coax cable.

【How to Use】Only for single-strand wire, or double-strand wire in parallel, not for 

multistrand wire！

【Tracking range】Wire tracer range-Up to 3-4 feet(60cm) deep and 2000 feet(800m) in 

length.

【Upgrade-Power supply】Use a Rechargeable 1100mAh Lithium battery for Locate Wires, 

both with low battery indicator.

【Self-check】Locate non-energized wires.An open circuit or short-circuit fault is detected 

in a simpler way.

【Tips】Do not use on live circuits to avoid damaging the Tester! This device is mainly to 

locate non-energized Cable, or low-voltage situation less than 24V .Only for Wires & 

Cables,Not for Sprinkler Valves!

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.

Underground Wire Locators



826 Professional Underground Cable Locator - Accurately 

Detects Cables, Electrical Wires, & Pipes Buried In Earth or 

Walls At A Depth Of 0.1 - 2 Meters

Trace and locate cables, electrical wires, water/gas supply pipelines buried in earth or walls 

at a depth of 0.1 - 2 meters. 

Detect interruptions and short circuit in cables and electrical lines buried in earth or walls. 

(supports both single-core and multi-core wire fault checking).

Find fuses / fuse circuits / covered sockets and junction boxes.

Both transmitter and receiver display power level, code, battery, detected voltage type and 

value, and high-voltage alert.

Transmitter built in DC/AC voltage meter for linear measurement of 12-400V DC/AC 

voltage. 

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.

Underground Wire Locators



Underground Wire Tracker 822

Tone trace cable under the floor slab, the ceiling or in the wall.                   

No interference completely under any current or external environment when cable tracking.     

The alligator clip and socket can be used at the same time.                        

The detection range is 0~0.3m and cable length 1000m.                                          

Rechargeable lithium battery for the emitter.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Underground Wire Locators





Laser distance meter 2030

Distance/ Area/Volume measurement.

Single/Continuous measurement.

Min / Max function.

Max range: 30m / 50m for option.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Laser Range Finder



Laser Distance Meter 275L

Distance/ Area/Volume measurement.

Pythagorean proposition indirect measurement.

Single/Continuous measurement.

Addition/ Subtraction Measurement.

Units and benchmark selectable.

Digital bubble & Broadcast voice.

Automatic horizontal and vertical.

Green laser helps more efficient measurement in outdoors.

Rechargble lithium battary for power supply.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Laser Range Finder



Laser Distance Meter 274L

Distance/ Area/Volume measurement.

Pythagorean proposition indirect measurement.

Single/Continuous measurement.

Addition/ Subtraction Measurement.

5. Units and benchmark selectable.

Digital bubble & Broadcast voice & Bluetooth.

Automatic horizontal and vertical.

Green laser helps more efficient measurement in outdoors.

Rechargble lithium battary for power supply.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Laser Range Finder





Voltage Detector 609C

Detect AC Power range : 50-1000V.

Test live wire and with flash indicate.

Locate wire break point easily.

LED assist using in dark place.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Voltage Detector





12 Air Quality Tester HCHO/TVOC Testing. 

Temperature/Humidity/Anti-jamming algorithm. Escort for 

healthy breathing

【HCHO Testing】Using Semi-conduct gas sensor theory.

【TVOC Testing】Using Semi-conduct gas sensor theory.

【Temperature / Humidity】lmplementing semi-conduct humidity & Thermal sensor Theory.

【Sound & Light alert】Display realtime air condition from bad to good, sound alert auto-on 

when in bad air condition.

【Battery Level Display】Battery Symbol on top right corner shows remaining battery level.

【Display Brightness adjustment】Adjusting the display brightness level by pressing 

brightness level button.

【Sound Alert】Using Sound button to turn on/off the sound alert, Displaying the alert 

condition via sound symbol on ltop left of the screen.

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.

GAS Testers



Air Detector 11

Formaldehyde detection: through the principle of semiconductor gas sensors.

TVOC detection: through the principle of semiconductor gas sensors.

Sound and light alarm: the LED lights red , yellow, and green respectively represent: Poor, 

Normal, and Excellent. When the air quality is poor, the buzzer will alarm.

Power reminder: By 3 LED lights to display the remaining powers.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

GAS Testers





488 Power over Ethernet (PoE) Checker Tester. Identify at/af

Standard / Voltage / Current / Power / Continuity / Loopback

【Identify af / at Standard Automatically】Quickly check power sourcing equipment (PSE) 

type, the IEEE802.3af or 802.3at standard.

【Inline Power Testing】Inline test info of standard/non-standard PoE devices, including 

power supply voltage, power supply polarity, crossover mode, and more.

【Cable Continuity Testing】Test the short circuit, crossover and open circuit status for 

STP, UTP lan cable.

【Loopback Testing】Test the loop circuit connected to switch is normal or not.

【Lamp】A lamp is equipped in main unit, helps work in darkness.

【Certification】 Passes RoHS, FCC and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard. 

【100% Affordable】 Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.

Cable Continuity Detectors



4 in 1 Cable Tester 3468

Tests 4 types of cables: RJ11/ RJ45/ USB/ BNC.

Test distance: 1500Ft.

LEDs indicate connections and faults.

Simple one-button test.

Detachable module for testing remote points.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Cable Continuity Detectors



Cable Tester 468B

Check the RJ11& RJ45 & BNC Cable quickly.

Automatically runs all tests and checks for continutiy, open,shorted and crossed wire pairs.

Endurable and prevent of burnout (DC 60V).

LED status display. Slow and fast test switch.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Cable Continuity Detectors





PON Optical Power Meter 912

Wavelength.ONT Uplink signal probe (1310nm).

Wavelength.OLT/Video Downlink signal probe (1490/1550nm).

Quickly Diagnose the Network Problems.

Auto off Function, it can set for time and threshold.

Data Storage.

SC/FC general-purpose interface.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Fiber Testers



MINI Optical Power Meter 908

【Optical Power Measurement】Support 850/980/1310/1490/1550/1625nm power loss 

measurement.

【Measurement range】-60 to + 8dBm.

【Fibers lnterface】Applicable to FC,ST, SC interface.

【RJ45 Network Test】Automatically scan, detect the order of the network cable.

【Small and Portable】Only Hand Control and One-piece detachable design can be used 

flexibly.

【Automatic Shutdown Function】Humanized design, after 30 minutes, no operation 

automatic shutdown.

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.

Fiber Testers



Visual Fault Locator 904

Locating the fault of fiber breakage, winding and so on.

End-to-end fiber recognition.

The optimization of the machine connection point.

Examine the fault in OTDR dead zone.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Fiber Testers



3-in-1 Optical Multimeter 911C

Measurement of the power of optical sender (dBm and W).

Insertion loss test of optical devices.

Light source function.

Check fiber breakage, winding,ect.

New REF user-defined.

FC/SC/ST general-purpose interface.

Wavelength:850/1300/1310/1490/1550/ 1625nm (power meter).

Wavelength:1310 / 1550nm( light source).

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Fiber Testers





Wall Pipe Blockage Detector 5140

Waterproof probe, this detector can be used to detect wall studs, metal pipes, PVC pipes 

and even water pipes.

Wireless probe. It accurately locates hidden blockage, clogging inside the pipe and reminds 

you with a buzzing sound.

Adjustable sensitivity. The receiver can increase the sensing ability to the transmitter by 

adjusting its sensitivity.

Equipped with a USB cable and lithium battery, it is convenient to be charged by 

computers, power banks.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Blockage Locators



Network Toolkit 1304

Economical and practical engineering wiring tool kit.

Cable crimping, stripping, tapping, tracing, continuity testing.

Network Cable Tester -Used for verify RJ11/RJ45 cables,Includes a master and remote unit 

and will check for continuity, miswiring,open circuit and shorts etc.(Can also be used for 

RJ11,RJ12 cables as well)

Network Cable Stripper-Strip the outer jacket of Lan cable, flat telephone cable,removable 

coax cartridge for RG59-6-11-7 and many speciality Audio cables.

RJ45 Plug Crimp Tool-Make your own patch cords/leads up using this heavy duty hand 

tool.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Cabling Hand Toolkits





NF-518S Multifunctional digital detector Stud Finder. Metal 

Detection/ Wooden Detection/ AC Power Detection

【Wall Detecting Function】Metal Detection/ Wooden Detection/ AC Power Detection.

【Metal Detection】Magnetic metal120mm (stain , iron), Non-magnetic Metal100mm 

(power cable ,copper pipe ).

【Wood Detection】Detect object such likewood, nail,pipe for wireetc under sheet 

rock,naked wooden floor,Plastic plate.

【AC power detection】50mm, AC 90V~250V detectpower supply.

【Laser Distance Meter Function】It can measure length,scale, volume, carry calculation 

for plus&minus,times for volume.

【Detect metal】(Stainless steel , copper pipe), power cable,wooden product behind wall, 

ceiling, ground floor.

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.

Other Testing Instruments



Building Electronic Thermometer 514

Cement Concrete Professional Thermometer.

Built-in LCD Lighting Function: Working in harsh environments, clear readings.

Exquisite material selection and lightweight design.

Built-in Temperature Measuring Line, Durable and High Temperature Resistance.

Embedded Line Asphalt Temperature Measurement.

Small size,light weight, easy to carry, suitable for construction sites and field operations.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Other Testing Instruments



Hand-held Metal Detector 511

Metal objects as small as a coin can be detected on a person through heavy clothing ,and 

in more difficult p;aces such as body cavities.

Waterproof with slip free handle.

High sensitive with convenient adjustment.

Quick response time with advanced circuitry.

High quality polymer lithium battery with long battery life.

Two alarm modes: audio and LED alarm or vibration alarm.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.

Other Testing Instruments



198 GPS Land Measuring Instrument / Land Meter

Measure area and length of any shape (containing mountainous land, slope and flat field).

Can display measuring value, figure track and automatically calculate price after 

measurement.

Vehicle-carrier measurement, distance can be adjusted according to needs.

Test data , Graphics trajectory can be exported for printing. 

Applicable google map shows real graphics trajectory.

2.8 inch large color screen that makes more clear and visually.

Efficient startup: 30sec for cold boot,  3sec for warm boot. 

1 pcs of 3.7V/ 2000mAh batteries included.

Certification. Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

100% Affordable. Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.
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318 Wireless RF Signal Detector. Hidden Camera Detector Use 

in Offices Important Business Negotiations Entertainment, 

Cars Hotels

【Powerful detection functions】This bug detector can Detect 2G/3G/4G wireless camera, 

stealth miniature camera, wireless audio bug, body wire, wiretapping, phone tap, 

GSM/CDMA/DECT cellular audio-video bugging devices, unwanted GPS trackers, and 

more other bug devices and bug transmitters. 

【Using leading-edge technology】G318 works more intelligently and accurately, with 

strong anti-interference, ultra-far detecting range, comprehensive signal accumulation and 

algorithm, long-lasting battery life.

【Signal radiation detection】Whether there is the radiation from the roof base station on 

your working environment, and residential buildings.

【Electromagnetic radiation detection】Whether there is hazardous electromagnetic 

radiation caused by revealing of microwave oven.
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Portable Anti Spy Detector S16.Hidden Camera Detector, GPS 

Tracker Finder for Home, Office, Travel

【Automatic Detection Function】When it is in an environment with eavesdroppers, pinhole 

cameras, casino bombing fraud and so on, the equipment will prompt danger signals.

【Quick Find】According to the signal strength prompt, you can find the signal source 

quickly.

【Adjustable Sensitivity】The sensitivity can be adjusted by adjusting the signal gear 

(increasing the sensitivity, widening the detection range or reducing the sensitivity, 

shortening the detection range, and finding the signal source faster).

【Camera Detection】 Through the host window, you can see all the red dots of the 

camera lens directly facing within the viewing distance.

【Built-in Rechargeable Battery】300ma Polymer Lithium Battery

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.
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Mini Hidden Camera Detector T01.Portable design capable of 

using mobile phone power

【Easy to Use】Plugging within the phone, the light-emitting diode lights of the hidden 

camera detector mechanically flicker.

【Powerful detection performance】Whether or not the hidden camera is on or off; it still 

will be detected.

【Portable】The hidden devices detector weighs 8.5 grams. Thus it's small and lightweight 

to hold.

【No need to charge】No battery needed, plug it into your phone
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Camera Detector with LED Infrared 

viewfinders T03

【Protect your privacy】This excellent mini camera detector allows you to avoid 

being bugged and recorded. You can rely on it to find out all kinds of GPS 

locators, listening devices and hidden cameras, etc. hidden around you.

【Hidden Camera Detection] 8 IR scan detection lights can quickly locate any 

spy camera lens. When the viewfinder appears red dot, there is a hidden 

camera.

【Signal Device Detection】Our professional RF detector can capture any 

2G/3G/4G/5G sim card signal and 1MHz-6.5Ghz wireless signal in a 15 square 

meter area and sound an alarm by a loud bang to let you know the exact location 

of the remote device.

【Built-in Anti-theft Vibration Alarm】In vibration alarm mode, when any 

movement or vibration is detected, it will sound a loud alarm, and the six red 

LEDs will flash.

【Mini Portable Design】Measures 4.69 x 2.6 x 1.65 inches and weighs 3.52 

ounces. It can be easily carried and is the perfect safe travel companion.
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Portable anti spy camera detector T02

【Large IR Viewfinder】: The 2.5" x 1" viewfinder can scan 

out hidden cameras faster with both eyes.

【Enhanced Scanning Performance】: 12 strong laser lights 

will help you find any hidden camera quickly and easily. 

Other models only have 4 to 6 LEDs. Don't pay more for half 

the power!

【Ultra-light weight】: Our camera detector weighs only 1.12 

ounces and is pocket-sized, making it easy to use anywhere. 

One full charge will provide up to 8 hours of continuous use. 
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112-2 Industrial Endoscope with 4.3 inch LCD Color Screen

【Plug and Play】Easy to operate, you can use it immediately when it is powered on. No 

need to use your smartphone to connect the WIFI and no need to download any driver 

software. So you do not need to worry about dirtying your expensive phone at work.

【1080P and Big Screen】1080P HD Endoscope camera with a 4.3-inch color LCD screen 

that allows you more convenient to perform live analysis on your application area and to 

view HD photos and videos instantly. More clearly and troubleshoot the problem effectively.

【High-quality Snake Camera】IP67 waterproof, six adjustable LED lights to ensure a 

clear image even under dark conditions. Long focal distance (1.6 inch-198 inch) makes 

inspections easier. 5M Semi-Rigid cable is both stiff and flexible. Rechargeable battery, a 

full charge can work up to 3-4 hours.

【Wide Application】Inskam industrial Endoscope is excellent for inspection in pipes or 

areas that the naked eye is not viewable. It is widely used in car maintenance, mechanical 

inspection, pipe repair, household appliance inspection, house maintenance, wall structure 

inspection, sewer/ drain inspection, etc.

【What You Will Get】Inskam inspection camera package contents: LCD digital 

endoscope, user manual, USB data cable, and set accessories (include a hook, magnet, 

protective cap, and side mirror).
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The AT9 is a professional-grade Breathalyzer at an affordable 

price. Test results in 10 seconds; Contactless design is more 

secure.

【Data accuracy】Equipped sensor adopts direct heating alcohol gas sensor 

(semiconductor sensor）， that can detect the alcohol concentration (0-0.19%BAC, 0-

0.95mg/L) in exhaled breath

【Portable】50g,Easy to put in anyone pocket

【Quick Test】Turn it on switch and wait it for ten seconds. Simple operation

[Push cover Layout]. Close when not in use. Reduce the entry of fine dust particles into the 

detection port

【Filtering house】Filter impurities in the air, more accurate detection accuracy

【HD color screen】Quickly and friendly read detection data,Three color results

【Results remind】Detection result prompt tone‘de...’

【usage rate】Roughly 300 times tests on a single charge

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.Such as bactrack, lifeloc, intox, etc.
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A9 1080P WiFi Wireless Camera with Safe Motion Detection 

Alarm Function, Infrared Night Vision

【remote control and live watching】Wi-Fi IP & P2P connection lets you see what is 

happening inside your home or office even while on vacation or a business trip.

【Infrared night-vision function】5-10m night vision range and motion detection. You can 

not only see things in the dark but also capture anyone who moves on camera

【Easy to use】3 steps to connect, support for iPhone/Android/for iPad/Laptop/PC point-

to-point monitoring

【Longer endurance】NF-A9 built in high-capacity rechargeable lithium battery.

【Easy to install 】The magnetic body can work well with any iron material, easily placed 

anywhere.
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A18 Portable 1080P Mini Camera Night Vision Sports Camera

【High-definition 1080P Video】You can set the mini body camera to record 1920x1080P 

video by configuration; 30 frames per second lets you view streaming video. You can use 

this video camera for law enforcement, nanny cam, home security, meeting, sports, travel, 

car driving, etc.

【Intelligent motion detection】Automatic recording the video when abnormal movement 

occurs within the shooting range of the camera.

【Long endurance】G318 with 360-minute recording time, the camera is powered by a 

1000mAh rechargeable lithium battery. 

【Small Size and Portable】The G318's compact back clip design makes it easy to carry 

and operate while it is thin enough to fit perfectly in your pocket.
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LW1200 SPI Laser Rangefinder for Golf & Hunting Range 

Finder with High-Precision Flag Pole Locking Vibration 

Function, Slope Mode Continuous Scan

【Precise Measurement】1200m precision measurement, 6x HD optical.

【Can be observed with naked eye】With ±6D wide range of diopter, can adapt to different 

people, myopia, hyperopia, presbyopia can be naked eye observation.

【Measure the distance of moving objects】While observing objects clearly, the distance 

between fixed and moving objects within a certain range can be measured.

【Excellent performance】It has the advantages of high ranging accuracy, short ranging 

time, intuitive distance display, low power consumption and self-power.

【Easy to carry】Comfortable one-handed control, the product is small in size, light in 

weight and easy to carry.

【Wide range of applications】The product can be widely used in many fields such as 

surveying and mapping, security police, outdoor, golf course, environmental protection 

forestry and so on.

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to 

the ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products 

with similar quality.Such as golfgalaxy, Bushnell Golf, Blue Tees Golf, etc.
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G1200 Water Resistant Laser Golf Rangefinder , With a 6x 

magnification, Continuous Scan Mode and Pin Sensor Technology, 

the G1200 has the ability to lock onto a flag up to 1310 yards away, 

ensuring that you pull the right club on every shot.

【High Precision Functional Rangefinder】Advanced pinsensor technology, 6x magnification, 

accuracy with ±1 yard.

【Four Mode For Any Circumstance】For hunting and golf with four mode：Range, Scan, Fog 

and Speed. You can easily identify target with continuous scan.

【Multiple measurement modes】It is suitable for measuring Height, Distance, Angle and 

Speed. Various modes can be switched by pressing the button.

【Speed measurement】Short press the measurement key,Follow the measured object to 

move,Real time display of the instrumentObjeet moving speed.

【Lightweight And Portable】Dimension is 106x 73mm and weight is 175g. Waterproof and 

dust resistant with durable feeling. Perfect for carrying while golfing or hunting.

【Full body high-density material】Robust and durable housing,Professional-grade button 

pressure sensing experience,,High standard protection design.

【Certification】Passes RoHS, FCC, and CE compliance testing, and Noyafa is certified to the 

ISO 9001 standard.

【100% Affordable】Manufactured in China and a lot cheaper than competitor products with 

similar quality.Such as golfgalaxy, Bushnell Golf, Blue Tees Golf, etc.
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C600 Digital 7 in 1 pH TDS Ec Salt S. G. Temp Meter 

Acidometer Ppm Electric Conductivity Salinity Water Quality 

Tester

【Fast and accurate detection】Adopt high precision probe，which enables quick and 

convenient water total dissolved solids(tds) test.

【7-in-1 TDS Mete】TDS,EC,PH,SALT,S.G,ORP, 7 different measurement needs can be 

fulfilled by one water tester meter.

【Large screen display】It adopts high-distortion STN thin and fully transparent LCD 

screen to display 4 digits and the corresponding physical quantity unit.

【Wide test range】The wide range of tests makes it suitable for a variety of applications 

such as drinking water, swimming pools, hot tubs, laboratories, hydroponics, aquariums, 

well water, tap water, etc.
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